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Like a veil spreaded on the unknown
Just like silence that leaves you alone
They have searched for the signs from the sky
Trying to prove who is wrong, who is right

Still we're all alone in a world we once built
Still we're searching more and more for evermore

If we go, they will come we will see
If they come we are bound to believe

There will be time for me to see
But if all of my life is just empty dream

Lifetime's so short
Where could I find immortality
Where is my home
Where can I live my reality alone

There will be time for me to see
But if all of my life is just empty dream

I will stare at the stars Is there something watching me?
Is there life within them? Brightly they will shine so far away
Will they stare from those stars, can they see me wondering?
Will they know all about us, I just want to see if there is more

My only dream, the calling of life
I have sacrified
Where is my home
Where can I face my true destiny

There will be time for me to see
But if I am too blind so that I can't believe

I will stare at the stars Is there something watching me?
Is there life within them? Brightly they will shine so far away
Will they stare from those stars, can they see me wondering?
Will they know all about us, I just want to see if there is more

Time is here, now you'll know
Why I gave my life away
And now I'm tired and old
Time has come to free my soul

If we go, they will come we will see
If they come we are bound to believe

I will stare at the stars Is there something watching me?
Is there life within them? Brightly they will shine so far away
Will they stare from those stars, can they see me wondering?
Will they know all about us, I just want to see if there's more

I will stare, I will hope there's so much that I need to know
I will keep my faith on. Reveal the truth on time for me
Let me see, let me know why is it we are still alone
Give me the answers I've been seeking for lifetime of a man
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